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ABSTRACT 

 
 Incredible and amazing growths in the meadow of extranet, internet, intranet and its users have developed 

an innovative period of great global competition and contention. Denial of service attack by several 

computers is accomplished of distressing the services of competitor servers. The attack can be done for 

various reasons. So it is a key threat for cloud environment. Distributed-Denial of Service (DDoS) is a key 

intimidation to network and cloud computing security. Cloud computing Network is a group of nodes that 

interrelate with each other for switch over the information. So security is the major issue. There are several 

security attacks in cloud computing. One of the major intimidations to internet examine is DDoS attack. It 

is a malevolent effort to suspending or suspends services to destination node. DDoS or DoS is an effort to 

create network resource or the machine is busy to its intentional user. Numerous thoughts are developed 

for avoid the DDoS or DoS. DDoS occur in two different behaviours they may happen obviously or it may 

due to some attackers. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Cloud computing is one of the technology which is deployed with the help of internet. It helps the 

business enterprises and business people to improve their business. The cloud computing consists 

of hardware and software property. The cloud computing property are virtualized and also 

programmed so that they can be easily accessible. Resources are given to the cloud user as 

payable model. The properties of cloud such as express provisioning, payable model, scalability, 

trustable, virtualized and wide system of network access has made business enterprises to 

acclimatize the cloud. The cloud computing tools also helps business enterprises to reduce their 

transportation cost, communication cost and equipped cost.  The resources that are required for 
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every day operation of an industry can be 

charged only for the resources that are used

required allocation of resources is very useful for

infrastructure, where the property is

employs networks of large group 

computer technology with specific

 

Normally end users put their secret

users can eventually decline their 

time a record is moved into a cloud, the user’s records

position there is sheathing in security. In cloud computing

and software services are transport

key quality such as Application programming interface (API), 

trustable, scalability, maintenance, 

 

2. CLOUD SERVICE MODELS
 

2.1. Software as a Service (SaaS
 

The cloud service provider grant

their end user applications on cloud environment

applications. The licenses are provided according to its

with non payable. SaaS was 

association management. In addition to SaaS, this can also 

administration such as human resource 

solutions [3]. 
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tion of an industry can be access by end users of cloud. The end users

charged only for the resources that are used [1]. This kind of self-motivated allocation

allocation of resources is very useful for industries which have self

property is needed only for certain period of time. Cloud computing 

loys networks of large group sectors of servers, which runs on running low cost consumer 

specific connections. 

secret data and also non private data into cloud storage

their expenses on hardware resources as well as maintenance. 

ed into a cloud, the user’s records become susceptible and vulnerable

in security. In cloud computing environment, hardware infrastructure 

transported through the internet. Cloud computing consists of some of 

Application programming interface (API), expenditure, locality

, scalability, maintenance, empower and protection [2].  

LOUD SERVICE MODELS 

Service (SaaS) 

grant services to their end users. And with they can be able

ications on cloud environment. The cloud service gives licenses

applications. The licenses are provided according to its users based on payable mod

was installed for sales, service force computerization

addition to SaaS, this can also extensive for much business 

such as human resource organization, receipting, and economic adminis

 
Fig 1: cloud deployment model 
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Cloud computing 
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locality freedom, 
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2.2. Platform as a Service (PaaS) 
 

Cloud Service Provider (CSP) leases hardware resources, operating system, storage space, 

network capacity over the internet to the cloud end users to construct their application on top of 

podium. PaaS gives an expansion and operation middleware layer. The virtualized server systems 

can be used to check the new application system. With the PaaS operating system features can be 

modified and improved regularly. Industries in its place of maintaining many hardware services 

that often bear from mismatched issues, they can adapt PaaS that would supply an improved 

result to get rid of irreconcilable issues [4].  

 

C. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)    
 

The hardware property such as servers, network and storage devices are virtualized and 

provisioned to the customers based on their application. Gartner's Cloud IaaS investigates and 

lead on basis, infrastructure, and best carry out, hybrid cloud, security, threat administration and 

local market evolution. The customers can use Application Program Interface to begin a service, 

to commune with network elements and add novel procedure. The user does not have control of 

the core hardware in the cloud instead they can only control the operating system, storage and 

delivered applications. 

 

3. CLOUD COMPUTING SECURITY CHALLENGES 
  

Cloud computing faces one or more security challenges such as Administrative access, Dynamic 

Virtual machine, Virtual machine attack and data reliability. 

 

3.1. Administrative Access:  
 

Administrative access to server machines and applications: In cloud computing access to property 

through internet, which has more revelation to risks, so it is, required to control executive access 

and to maintain perceptibility of modifications in system control. Different level of user may 

access   

 

3.2. Dynamic Virtual Machine: 
 

Virtual Machines are self-motivated in nature. They can slowly rollback to prior illustration, 

duplicated and stirred between different corporal servers. This self-motivated nature and potential 

for Virtual machine makes it hard to accomplish and sustain reliable security. Vulnerabilities are 

arrangement mistakes can be dispersed. It is also complicated to sustain auditabilty and protection 

of virtual machine [5].  

 
. 
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3.3. Virtual Machine Attacks
 

Vulnerability exploits and virtual machine

use the same operating systems.  The ability for a mugger or hacker to tenuously utilize

vulnerabilities in these systems and appliances is a serious danger to virtualized cloud computing 

environments. Also the location of several 

of Virtual Machine-to-Virtual Machine compromise
 

3.4. Data Reliability 
 

Data Breaches are happening owed to hacking and incursion, devoted property are necessary to

be secured. The cloud Environment moderately or entirely shared is more uncovered to danger. 

Enterprise needs assurance and auditable evidence that cloud property is not 

nor compromised. Operating system 

give a data security. 
 

4. CLOUD COMPUTING SECURITY ATTACKS
 

Cloud computing faces one or more number of attacks. 

environments. The attacks such as 

destination shared memory attacks, fishing attack, botnets attack, flooding request attacks

Data Integrity
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Fig 2: Security Challanges 
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Cloud computing servers 

use the same operating systems.  The ability for a mugger or hacker to tenuously utilize 

vulnerabilities in these systems and appliances is a serious danger to virtualized cloud computing 

implicit machines increases the attack surface and risk 

Data Breaches are happening owed to hacking and incursion, devoted property are necessary to 

nment moderately or entirely shared is more uncovered to danger. 

neither forged 

to be observed and 

harmful to the cloud 

Denial of Service Attacks, Malware Injection attacks, 

shared memory attacks, fishing attack, botnets attack, flooding request attacks [7]. 
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4.1. Denial of Service Attacks (Dos)
 

Denial of service attacks (DoS) occurs in cloud when the user of cloud overloads the target 

servers. Denial of Service attack makes an

to its proposed user .Attacker give

Denial of service attacks. 

 

4.2. Malware Injection Attacks
 

The impostors make his/her own virtual machine and insert

Cloud thinks it as new service completion and redirects

intruder learns about user request, data, and

affect all other servers in the cloud 

 

4.3. Phishing Attacks 
 

Phishing is a way of reclaim private information from unsuspicious

direct message and webpage linker

false access locations. Phishing attacks are of two 

phishing attack sites in the cloud

hijack the accounts using social business

  

4.4. Botnets Attack 
 

In botnets attack the impostor attempt to 

individuality and position to decrease finding

intention victims host by a sequence

Botnets attacks
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Fig 3: Different types of Attacks 
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access locations. Phishing attacks are of two kinds they are abuse actions an attacker hosts a 
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Denial of service attacks (DoS) occurs in cloud when the user of cloud overloads the target 

network resource or the machine is engaged 

one or more number of requests to the server which results in 

presented infrastructure. 

 module. The 

injected new service will 

user via sending emails, 

These associations appear to the authenticated but leads to 

an attacker hosts a 

services and another type is  

/he their own 

interfering in to 

and arrives at the 
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maximum threshold capability it will share out its job to a nearest server. This sharing Approach 

creates the cloud faster. When the malicious enlarges his admission to cloud environments, 

forged data can be simply formed and send request to the Server. The server verifies the 

authentications of these arrived requests which can devour CPU Memory results overloading and 

failure of target servers [9]. 

 

5. EXISTING DDOS PREVENTION TECHNOLOGIES 

 
5.1. Filter Based Solutions to Ddos Attacks 
 

Markku Antikainen et al. [13] have proposed a Bloom-Filter based solution. In this bloom filter 

based forwarding approach is used to prevent DDoS attacks. It solves the fundamental problem of 

routing table and growth table issue. Multicast allow the dispatcher to make a large number of 

beneficiaries even though it only sends each packet once. This bloom filter based approach 

reduces the vulnerability of DDoS attacks. 

 

Zhenhai Duan et al., [14] introduces networking spam zombie. It is a computer connected to the 

internet that is conciliation by hacker. Compromised machine are one of the key security threat to 

internet, they often used to launch many security attacks Spam zombies detection tool named 

SPOT by monitoring outgoing messages on network. SPOT was designed based on a easy and 

dominant tool named Sequential Probability Ratio Test to detect the compromised machines that 

are involved in the spamming activities. 

 

5.2. Client Puzzle Based Solution to Prevent DDos Attacks 
 
A client puzzle protocol, the client is enforced to answer a cryptographic puzzle before it can set 

up a link with a remote server.  The author introduces a novel client puzzle protocol that utilizes a 

adjustment of the Extended Tiny Encryption Algorithm by Zhang et al.,[13,14] More importantly, 

it is very effective against connection depletion DoS attacks and other resource exhaustion DDoS 

attacks because minimal calculation load is imposed on the server to confirm the solution to a 

given puzzle.  The client puzzle protocol is also efficient against various other resource fatigue 

attacks within the transport layer, and can help prevent attacks that exist at the application layer. 

In this, author   describe about client puzzle protocol in detail, and show its efficiency against 

DDoS attacks.. 

 

Ari Juel et al.,[15,16]  introduce a cryptographically based solution against correlation depletion 

attacks. Correlation depletion is a denial of services attack in which attackers try to find to initiate 

and leave unresolved a large number of connection requests to server. Exhausting its source and 

rendering it incapable of servicing rightful request. TCP SYN is a well known example of such an 

attack. The author introduces a client puzzle protocol. When the server comes under attack it 

allocates small cryptographic puzzles to clients making service requests. To complete its request a 

client must solve its puzzle correctly. According to the status of server the puzzles are generated. 

With help of tome parameter the puzzles are authenticated by server and attacks are prevented 

[17]. 
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6. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

6.1. Problem Definition 

 
The DDoS attack plays a vital role in cloud computing. Detection of DDoS attacks is a complex 

task. Finding where the attacks occurs and removes that occurs need more time. In existing 

methodologies the attacks are filtered through network routers. This process needs a continuous 

monitoring of network resources. This need more time to complete a task. Security is an 

important factor in cloud computing. By eliminating these kinds of attacks in cloud computing we 

make a successful cloud computing environments. Hence we can prevent the attacks before it 

happens.  

 

The attackers can perform the DDoS attacks by sending a huge number of requests to the server. 

This can be done by attackers through a computer programs. They develop a code in some 

programming languages that request a multiple time to some target address. By executing these 

kinds of programs the DDoS attacks may occurs. To avoid these kinds attacks and we want to 

identify the weather user will give request or some other robots gives the request to server. By 

puzzle technology we can identify the attackers and others machines.  

 

To avoid this kind of situation such we propose an approach called software puzzle. We can able 

to identify an accessing user is attacker, normal user or robots. We can identify the users by 

puzzle technology. The user can only able to solve a puzzle by which we can determine who 

accessing the cloud system.   By limiting the requests we can able to prevent the attackers. 

 

6.2. Client Puzzle Technology 
 

A software puzzle is a new technology. The client end users of a cloud need to solve a puzzle 

before granting a service. Normally cloud computing provides on demand services to end user, 

whenever user need a service or any other thing they request to cloud server. The cloud service 

provider or cloud server offers a service when the end user requests a service. The attacks may 

occur easily in cloud environment [18, 19]. These DDoS attacks seriously threat to cloud servers. 

The proposed system software puzzle which may help to prevent those DDoS attacks. 

 

In this software puzzle scheme the end user request to the server that is cloud server or cloud 

service providers. The service provider or server responses to the particular client with software 

puzzle. The client needs to solve the puzzle where it is send by the server. The client again sends 

it to the server [20,21]. The server verifies whether the puzzle is right or wrong it is correct the 

server provides the requested service to the end user. 

 

6.3. Core Puzzle Generation  
 

The puzzles are generated dynamically when the users are requested the cloud server or cloud 

service providers. 
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Fig 4: Puzzle Generator 

 

The puzzle generator takes the input of Internet protocol address and port number. Then it 

performs the hash function. With the help of hash functions they generate a puzzle to the users. 

This process will perform at each and every time user’s requests service providers [23].  

 
 

Fig 5: flow Diagram 
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The user can avail service by solving the puzzle. Only the valid user can solve the puzzles .At the 

time of registration user are request to answer the security puzzle question. The user may 

mandatory to answer the security questions. Sometime users can change the security questions. 

Some of the questions that will generate cannot change by users. These questions and answers 

will be stored in the service provider’s database [23]. Whenever user login to cloud environment 

they are authenticated by password. In second level of security the puzzles will be generated.  

With help of hash function the puzzle questions will generated dynamically. The users need to 

solve the puzzles answers. If they fail to answer the question they may be blocked to access the 

service.  

 

6.4. Puzzle Validation  
 

The users login to the cloud environment. Its take the input of port number and IP address the 

puzzle will be generated to the users. It means that the software puzzle generation questions will 

generate. Users are requested to answer the questions. After answering all the questions it will be 

validated through the server. The server will validate the puzzle solved by user. Comparing the 

database values it will be validated. The user successfully completed the puzzle they can able to 

access the service [23]. 

 

6.5. Service Providers 
 

The service providers can upload a data or some other services to the cloud.tha administrators are 

also need to solve the puzzle. After successfully logged to the cloud the service providers are also 

need to solve a puzzle. After solving a puzzle they can make access to the cloud environments. 

Now the service providers can upload the data to the cloud servers. Now the software verifies the 

uploaded files whether it contains any worms or any another malware files inside the executable. 

Without need of third party auditor the cloud system itself verified the uploaded files .This system 

provides a more security to the cloud environments.  

 

6.6. Limiting DDos Attacks 

 
The attackers can perform the DDoS attacks by sending a huge number of requests to the server. 

In which the server cannot be respond the user requests. This type of DDoS attacks can may 

occurs in two ways. The first way is an attack happens naturally by sending a multiple request in 

the client browser windows. The second way can be done by attackers through a computer 

programs. They develop a code that request a multiple time to some target address. By executing 

these kinds of programs the DDoS attacks may occurs. To avoid these kinds of attacks we limit 

the user’s requests by threshold value. For particular amount of time, limited numbers of requests 

can only given by user or particular IP address. If the requests reached the threshold limit users 

are considered as attackers and block the users.  
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7. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 

The DDoS attacks happen due to attackers, by machines and by normal users. We make a 

difference to each request to cloud. By analysis these type of attacks. We consider time factors for 

analysis of users. The time taken to solve a puzzle is an important factor. The machines can solve 

a puzzle faster than user. This puzzle prevents the robots accessing the system. The authenticated 

users can only able to solve the puzzle. If they solve a puzzle we can identify that users are 

normal users. The authorized users can easily solve the puzzle in particular time. If user needs 

more time to solve a puzzle they are considered as attackers. If they solve a puzzle more quickly 

they are considered as robots. The graph given below shows the time period of attackers and 

normal users. The authenticated users can easily solve the puzzle in short period of time. The 

unauthorized user takes more time to solve a puzzle. 

 

 

 
 

Fig 6: chart puzzle solving time 

 

The attackers perform DDoS attacks by machines through computer programs. They gradually 

increase the numbers of request to target address.  The graph given below shows the request 

given by attackers and normal users.  
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Fig 7: chart users request 

 

With help of these graphs we can analyses who are all attackers and who are all normal users. 

These graphs show the behaviors of attackers and users. Attackers take more time t solve a puzzle 

and gives a multiple request to deny the services.  

 

8. CONCLUSION 
 

Cloud Computing is a comparatively new technology that provides a good more numbers of 

benefits for its users. Cloud computing also economically profitable to the business people and IT 

industry .Simultaneously cloud computing also lift up some protection problems which may 

cause and down its use .Accepting and understanding the vulnerabilities, loop hole exist in Cloud 

Computing environment will help organizations and business, IT industry to make secure towards 

the Cloud environments. The success of cloud computing will depends on security. In this paper 

software puzzle scheme is proposed. The proposed scheme will help to prevent DDoS attacks. 

This also helps to prevent a machine made attacks. The proposed system will completely prevent 

the DDoS attacks the cloud computing Environments. 
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